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What is NekMesh?
• A high-order unstructured mesh generator for complex 

geometries for arbitrarily high orders

• Powerful high-order processing technologies 
➡ correction and mesh optimisation 
➡ boundary layer refinement 
➡ spherigon smoothing, extrusion, … 

• Support for reading loads of formats as well as writing 
formats (e.g. can do Nek5000 to Gmsh conversion) 

• Previously called MeshConvert but no longer a converter
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Philosophy
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CAD Flow solution

Single step process from CAD to flow solution 
As few user parameters as possible - automatic 

curvature refinement
Preserve CAD throughout

Linear mesh 
generation

High-order 
manipulation

Mesh 
optimisation 
+ correction

CFD / 
solvers



Last 12 months
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One of the most active 
areas of development 

in Nektar++

Lots of new functionality 
and bug fixes

We’ve been busy!

Not everything in v4.4 - 
you need to run master



Pipeline approach
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Input

➡ OpenCascade 
➡ CFI (CADFix) 
➡ Many others 

(Gmsh, Star-CCM+)

Surface 
mesh 

generation

➡ In-house code  
based on octree + triangle 

➡ CFI (CADFix)

Boundary 
layer 

generation

➡ In-house code 
➡ Star-CCM+

Volume 
mesh 

generation

➡ In-house code 
➡ Star-CCM+ 
➡ CFI (CADFix)

Correction & 
optimisation

➡ In-house tools

Output

➡ Nektar++ format 
➡ Gmsh format 
➡ +others?



Generating a mesh from CAD
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Constructing an octree to refine around curvature



Generating a mesh from CAD
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Smoothing the octree



Generating a mesh from CAD
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Use curvature to define mesh spacing δ(R, ε)
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Generating a mesh from CAD

Propagate mesh curvature onto interior of domain



• NekMesh now 
supports reading 2D 
STEP files and 
generating meshes 

• Boundary layer 
generation 

• Periodic edge support 

• Wake refinement 
through line sources

2D mesh generation
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Two-dimensional high-order mesh generation and r-adaption
using a variational framework

Julian Marcon, Michael Turner, David Moxey, Joaquim Peiró and Spencer J. Sherwin

Motivations

High-order CFD methods are highly susceptible to inaccuracies in the
geometrical representation of meshes. The core of our research focuses on the
generation of CAD-accurate high-order meshes for curvilinear geometries. The
work presented below concerns recent developments in the open-source code
NekMesh relative to two-dimensional mesh generation.
A new approach to r-adaption is also presented. This method is based on a
variational framework initially developped for mesh optimisation, that allows
to move both vertex and high-order nodes using a local and highly scalable
approach.

High-order mesh generation

In the framework of NekMesh, high-order meshes are generated in two steps
[1]:
The first step consists in generating a linear mesh with an outside-in
approach. First, curves are discretised using a spacing based on local
curvature; then, triangulation is applied to surfaces.
The second step deals with the high-order nodes which are first generated on
the linear elements before being projected onto the CAD curves and surfaces.
This second step can in fact be applied to a mesh that was not generated
internally.

Two-dimensional mesh generation features

I STEP file format support.
I NACA aerofoil geometry generation.
I Structured boundary layer mesh generation: based on the splitting of a single
boundary layer element as shown in [2]. The boundary can be closed or open.

Figure 1 : Mesh of a NACA 0012 aerofoil at 10� angle of attack including a structured
boundary layer, generated with the NACA generator.

I GEO file format support: standard used by Gmsh.
I Conforming boundary mesh for periodic boundary conditions.

Figure 2 : Mesh of a T106a blade profile with periodic boundaries and boundary layer mesh,
generated from a GEO file (courtesy of Andrea Cassinelli).
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Variational Optimiser

High-order mesh optimisation in NekMesh is performed using a variational
framework. The mesh is deformed to minimise an energy functional ", a
function of the mesh deformation � [3]:

find min
�

"(r�) =

Z

⌦e
W (r�)dy

Figure 3 : Existing mappings between the reference, the straight-sided and the curvilinear
elements.

r-adaption

To achieve r-adaption, the mapping �L used in the variational framework is
modified to force the deformation of individual elements. This way, we can
obtain anisotropic mesh deformation based on a tensor metric field.
Furthermore, the mapping �L can be spatially varying inside each element
leading to finer adaption in non-smooth metric fields. Finally, because
NekMesh retains all CAD information, nodes are able to slide on boundaries
while retaining full geometrical accuracy.

Figure 4 : Anisotropic adaption along a diagonal: initial (left) and deformed meshes (right)

Summary

The work hereby presented is part of ongoing developments made in the
open-source code NekMesh and is intended in aiding high-order CFD,
including Nektar++ [4], users in their meshing tasks. The two-dimensional
mesh generator already provides features covering a large array of meshing
needs and current research and development e↵orts are focused on the
varionational approach to r-adaption. Future work will focus on sensors and
metrics and their application to r-adaption.
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T106C turbine blade



• Also, you don’t need a 
STEP anymore 

• Simple .geo Gmsh 
reader for 2D 
geometries 

• Or just enter a 4-digit 
NACA code, far-field 
and AoA to generate a 
NACA geometry

2D mesh generation
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NACA0012 and NACA4412, 
5° AoA
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MCF Input format
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• Store options for 
generation inside 
MCF 

• Will pre-load some 
processing modules  

• Example shows 
NACA0012 
generation

<NEKTAR>
    <MESHING>
        <INFORMATION>
            <I PROPERTY="CADFile" VALUE="0012"       />
            <I PROPERTY="MeshType" VALUE="2DBndLayer" />
        </INFORMATION>
        <PARAMETERS>
            <P PARAM="MinDelta" VALUE="0.1"           />
            <P PARAM="MaxDelta" VALUE="5"             />
            <P PARAM="EPS"      VALUE="0.1"           />

            <P PARAM="Order"    VALUE="4"             />

            <P PARAM="BndLayerSurfaces"  VALUE="5-6"  />
            <P PARAM="BndLayerThickness" VALUE="0.05" />

            <P PARAM="Xmin"     VALUE="-1.0"          />
            <P PARAM="Ymin"     VALUE="-2.0"          />
            <P PARAM="Xmax"     VALUE="3.0"           />
            <P PARAM="Ymax"     VALUE="2.0"           />
            <P PARAM="AOA"      VALUE="15.0"          />
        </PARAMETERS>
        <BOOLPARAMETERS>
            <P VALUE="VariationalOptimiser"           />
        </BOOLPARAMETERS>
    </MESHING>
</NEKTAR>



Straight-sided mesh

Boundary  
projection

Deformed mesh

Optimisation
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Φ



PDE solutions

• Non-linear elasticity (Persson & Peraire 2009) 
• Linear elasticity (Xie et al 2013; Hartmann & Leicht 2015) 
• Thermo-elasticity (Moxey et al 2015) 
• Winslow (Fortunato & Persson 2016) 

Direct optimisation

•  Log barrier optimisation (Toulorge et al 2013) 
•  Distortion metric (Roca et al 2014)

Current approaches 
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Instead of viewing problem as a PDE, use calculus 
of variations: recast as an integral (energy) 
minimisation instead, where we solve the problem 

Variational approach

Through an appropriate choice of W we encompass both 
the PDE and optimisation methods in a single 
framework
Michael
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M. Turner, J. Peiró, D. Moxey, A variational framework for high-order mesh generation, 
Procedia Engineering 82 127-135 (2016)

find min
φ

φ min
φ ΩI

W φ dy



Choice of functional

W =
µ

2
(F : F� 3)� µ ln J +

�

2
(ln J)2

W = J�1 (F : F)

W =
1

d
|J |�d/2(F : F)

• Linear elasticity: 

• Non-linear elasticity: 

• Winslow: 

• Distortion:

W =


2
(ln J)2 + µE : E; E =

1

2
(FtF� I)
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F φ J detF

This technique encapsulates most currently available



Invalid mesh: min     <0  min Js < 0

• Potentially W is not physical: e.g. 1/J, log(J) 
• Replace Jacobian with regularised version 

(Garanzha 2004) which forces a positive small 
Jacobian:
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Very efficient parallel implementation with a simple 
colouring scheme + Newton-based node-by-node 

optimisation scheme

Parallelisation

100 101

number of threads

101

102

ru
nt

im
e

[s
]

Ideal scaling
Recorded scaling
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Surface mesh sliding
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Figure 10: Cross-section of a semi-sphere case highlighting the sliding of CAD curves along the surface. The left-hand image shows the initial
mesh and the right-hand figure shows the optimised mesh. Note that the colour of the surface triangles is not related to mesh quality.

5.7. CAD sliding
Fig. 10 highlights the e↵ects of the CAD sliding outlined in section 5.7. In this example, we take a flat surface and

place a semi-sphere onto it. This generates an initial curved mesh, visualised on the left hand side, which possesses 8
invalid elements. Taking a closer look at the initial mesh, it is very clear that the surface mesh induces an invalidity
where the sphere meets the flat plane. The ability to slide the element edges along the flat plane and additionally the
surface of the sphere is therefore required in order to have any chance of generating a valid mesh. The optimised mesh
on the right-hand side shows how the deformation is incorporated into the surface edges, deforming them appropriately
in order to produce a valid and very high-quality mesh, as can be see from the quality metric.

5.8. Boeing reduced landing gear
In our final example, we show results for optimisation of another well-known complex geometric example: the

Boeing reduced landing gear. In this case, we have created a hybrid mesh containing a prismatic boundary layer, filled
with tetrahedra in the interior. The purpose of the prism layers is to capture the wall-normal flow physics, where very
large gradients of the flow velocities occur close to the surface. Since this region contains very high shear, the prismatic
elements should substantially decrease in thickness near the wall so that they become highly stretched relative to the
tangential surface direction. This poses a substantial challenge for curved boundary layer generation. If we apply
curvature to a standard linear boundary layer mesh, it is all but guaranteed for all but the most simple geometries that
there will be a large number of invalid elements. Given that there is very little space available to accommodate the
curvature of the boundary, correcting these boundary layer elements becomes very di�cult. Further, the number of
elements to optimise also increases substantially, thus increasing the computational cost of the method.

As has been noted in previous work it is far more practical and robust for high-order meshing to generate a single
‘macro’ isotropic prism at the geometric boundary, in which the curvature of the surface can be readily applied, and
then use a method of isoparametric splitting to produce the anisotropic elements [37]. Adopting this approach here,
we first generate a linear hybrid mesh combining tetrahedral elements and triangular prismatic ‘macro’ elements,
introduce the boundary curvature and then apply the variational optimisation to optimize the quality of the mesh. We
then finish the mesh by applying isoparametric splitting to obtain the desired boundary-layer thickness.

Fig. 11 shows the ‘macro’ mesh before and after optimisation, for which we have used the hyperelastic functional
since this has been shown to produce the highest quality meshes. We also show the final mesh created after the macro
layer has been split. For the purposes of clarity, the tetrahedra have been removed. Overall the figure shows that whilst
the initial configuration before optimisation is of a reasonable quality, there are a number of lower-quality elements
on the shoulders of the tyres. The quality in this area, as well as throughout the mesh generally, is then improved in
optimisation across all of the elements shown. The figure also show the quality of the prismatic layers after splitting,
where in general it can be seen that this approach produces a high quality mesh.
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Often surface mesh will never yield valid volume 
to be generated: solve by sliding elements on the 

CAD surface



Surface mesh optimisation
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Example: jet configuration
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Before optimisation 
J < 0.5

After



Example: jet configuration
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Example: DLR F6 engine
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Example: Boeing reduced LG
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(a) Pre-optimisation.

(b) Post-optimisation (c) After isoparametric splitting.

Figure 11: Hybrid prismatic-tetrahedral mesh of the Boeing reduced landing gear configuration before (a) and after (b) optimisation, and after the
isoparametric splitting is applied (c). Note that the colour of the surface triangles is not related to mesh quality.
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(a) Pre-optimisation.

(b) Post-optimisation (c) After isoparametric splitting.

Figure 11: Hybrid prismatic-tetrahedral mesh of the Boeing reduced landing gear configuration before (a) and after (b) optimisation, and after the
isoparametric splitting is applied (c). Note that the colour of the surface triangles is not related to mesh quality.
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(a) Initial mesh configuration (b) After optimisation with ⌫ = 0.45

(c) Optimisation with ⌫ = 0.4 (d) Optimisation wtih distortion metric

Figure 12: Element quality histograms of the Boeing reduced landing gear configuration for initial configuration and various optimisation settings.
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(a) Initial mesh configuration
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(b) After optimisation with ⌫ = 0.45

(c) Optimisation with ⌫ = 0.4 (d) Optimisation wtih distortion metric

Figure 12: Element quality histograms of the Boeing reduced landing gear configuration for initial configuration and various optimisation settings.
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Industrial meshing

• Lots of improvements for very complex 3D cases 
where BL generation is a distinct problem 

• Improved Star-CCM+ pipeline 

• Interaction with other CAD engines (e.g. CFI/
CADFix) 

• Lots of improvements for really cool geometries that 
I can’t show meshes of
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Road car
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P = 4



Simulations
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P = 5     around 1000 million dof      
 BL through Star-CCM+         Re = 50k



Outlook

• Release of a standalone NekMesh tool for external 
groups to use 

• Further computational enhancements through e.g. 
GPU acceleration (Jan Eichstadt, Mashy Green) 

• Further integration of NekMesh throughout the 
library, particularly with SpatialDomains 

• Aim: on-the-fly mesh movement through variational 
approach (Julian Marcon)
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Conclusions
• NekMesh is really progressing, very few (if any) 

tools can do what we can 

• Really pushing to promote NekMesh as the mesh 
generator to use with Nektar++ 

• If it doesn’t do something that you want it to, tell 
us and we’ll see if we can do it (no promises) 

• 2D mesh generation tutorial now online, so check it 
out on the ‘open session’ on Friday morning
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Thanks for listening!

@davidmoxey 

d.moxey@exeter.ac.uk 

www.nektar.info
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http://www.nektar.info

